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Let G be a simply connected semisimple algebraic group over an algebraically 
closed field K of characteristic p > 0. Let @, denote the hyperalgebra of G. 
(?lK is known to serve the same purposes for G as the universal enveloping algebra 
for Lie algebras [2, 6, 93, In particular, the classical highest weight theory says 
that all finite dimensional irreducible %,-modules arise from suitable one- 
dimensional representations of the hyperalgebra of a maxima1 torus in G. 
In this paper we study an abstraction of this set-up using only elementary 
methods. A is assumed to be an associative K-algebra that admits what is called a 
good triangular decomposition over a subalgebr-a Il. In this cast B-modules can 
be lifted up to A-modules using a method originally due to N. Wallach in case of 
Lit algebras. This was recently observed in [IO] using the language of coalgcbras 
and comodules. .4ll finite dimensional irreducible A-modules are obtainable 
this way from irreducible B-mod&s. In addition, the good functorial properties 
of the lifting process yield a genera1 complete reducibility criterion as in [8]. When 
applied to the hyperalgehra this gives a certain necessary and sufhcicnt condition 
for a rational G-module to be completely reducible. However, the methods and 
results may bc applicable to some other types of algebras as well. This in mind a 
short digression to group algebras is included. 
I. Axemas WITH TRIASGULAII I>ECOMPOSITION 
Let A be an associative algebra with 1 over a field K and B a subalgebra of A 
containing I. Let us assume that B admits a Wcddcrburn decomposition B - 
S ,s rad(B), a vector space direct sum, where rad(H) is the Jacobson radical of 
B and S a semisimple subalgebra. In this cast WC say that A admits a triun,nular 
decomposition over B if there exists a left n-, right S-module projection 
y: A -> B; whence A - ker(y) G S 0 rad(B) as a vector space. 
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For algebras admitting a triangular decomposition there exists a way of lifting 
S-modules to A-modules due to Wallach [l l] in case of Lie algebras. Let W be a 
left S-module. Extend first Wto a left B-module by decreeing that rad(B)W = 0. 
Then view P(W) = Hom,(A, W) as a left A-module with respect to the usual 
action (a f)(x) =J(xa) Vu, x rz A, f E P(W). P(W) has the well-known 
universal property: given any left A-module I’ and a B-module map SK V-+ IV 
there exists a unique A-module map ii: V--j P(W) such that r = K ‘6, where ic 
is the evaluation map P(W) ---f W, I =f(l). Next define a linear map 
w: w-+ P(W), 
44(a) = 744v vv E w, UEA. 
Since y was assumed to be a (B, S)-map, w is a well-defined left S-module 
homomorphism which is clearly injective. The central object of study in this 
paper is the left A-submodule of P(W) generated by w(W). This is denoted by 
W’ = Aw( W). If V is a left A-module and H C A set VK = @ E V / H . z’ = 01. 
Finally, all mcdules are assumed to be finite dimensional. 
LEMMA 1. If V # 0 is an ivredwible left A-mod&z, thea (rad(~)~~~er(~) -= 
Per(~) n rad(B)V = 0. 
Boos. The first equality is clear, as for the second suppose U = ylieccyj n 
rad(B) V + 0. Then V = AU = (ker(y) @ B) U = Be’ C rad(B)V. Hence for 
any n E N V C rad(B)“V. But the radical acts nilpotently on V and consequently 
V = 0, a contradiction. 
The first result is Corollary 2.3 in [lo]. The advantage, however, in working 
directly with algebras (instead of using first coalgebras and then dualizing as in 
[lo]) is that we may allow A to be infinite dimensional, This will be needed later 
On. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose A admits a triangular decompositior, over B == 
S @ rad(B) via y: A ---f B. Let V be arz ir-ueducible left A-module. If Vkerf:,) ii- 0 
then 
(i) V g (l/key(r) )’ as left A-modules. 
(ii) Jfker(r) is an &educible left S-module. 
Proof. To begin with V = AVker(y) = (ker(y) @ S @ rad(B)) Vke*(y) = 
v*ker(v) @ rad(B) Vker(v) where the sum is direct thanks to Lemma I. The 
resulting B-module projection V: I/ ---f Vker(v) lifts to an A-module map 
71: V--t P(vker(q Clearly +( VkerW) = w( Per(y) )~ Hence by the irreducibility 
of v 
Now (ii) follows from (i) since P is an additive functor. 
Remark 1. Let us observe incidently that the main result in [lo] follows 
easily from proposition 1 by dualizing. Indeed, if a coalgebra C has a cotriangular 
decomposition over D in the sense of [ZOJ, then the corresponding associative 
K-algebra C* = Hom,(C, K) admits a triangular decomposition over D* in 
our sense {and conversely if A is finite ~mensiona~~. IIere it is worth noting 
that if D, is the coradicaf of D, then D,,” = {a E D* j a(D,) = 01 is the Jacobson 
radical of D* for any coaIgebra D [4]. 
2. ALGEBRAS WITH GOOD TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION 
For certain classes of K-algebras every finite dimensional irreducible module 
is of the form W’ where W is an irreducible module over a suitable subalgebra 
(cf. Section 3 below). This in mind we first study such algebras in general. 
We say that a K-algebra A admits a good piangular decomposition over a 
subalgebra B if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) A admits a triangular decomposition over B by way of a projection 
7: A-+& 
(ii) Per(r) # 0 for any irreducible left A-module (finite dimensional as 
always). 
Let us now assume that A admits a good triangular decomposition over B. 
Let W be an irreducible left S-module. If dim,A is finite the module IV’ is, 
of course, finite dimensional. Let V # 0 be a left A-submodule of W’. If 
f E Per(y) C ( W’)ker(y), then for all a E A 
Hence Vker(Y) C w(W). But w is an injective S-module map and W is irreducible, 
whence Per(~) = w(W). From this we see that w’ = Aw( W) = APer C V. 
We have thus proved 
PROFOSITIO~ 2. Let A be a j%ite d~rn~~onu~ K-algebra that omits a good 
triarzgulw decomposition over a subalgebra B = S @ rad(3). If W is an irreducible 
S-module, Gzen w’ is an iweducible A-module. Moreover, Wr (lV’)ker(y) as 
S-modules. 
Remark 2. Note that the assumption dim,A < co in the proposition could 
be replaced by the assumption dim,W’ < 00. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A and B be as above and let Irr(A) (resp. Irr(B)) denote 
the set of isomorphism classes of &educible A-modules (resp. B-modules). Then 
there exists a bijeetive correspondence between &x(A) and k(B) given by 
the maps 
Irr(A) 3 Y -+ Per(r) E Irr(B), 
Irr(A) 3 w’ +- WE h(B), 
which me inverses to each othm. 
COROLLMY 2. Let A, B and S be as in proposition 2 and let be a left 
S-module. Then W’ is just the socle of P(W). 
PYOO~- Since S is semisimple and P an additive functor it follows that w’ is a 
sum of irreducible ~-submod~les of P( W). On the other hand, if %i s an arbitrary 
irreducible A-submodule of P(W) then 0 f: F=(y) C P( ~~)k~*(y~ C w(W) and 
thus V = A Grker(y) c Wt. 
The next proposition is a generalization of the criterion in [S] for classical 
Lie p-algebras. 
V = AVBer(Y), (rad(B)V)ker(y) = 8. 
PYDO~. Suppose first that V is a direct sum of irreducible left ~-rnod~~e~ 
Vi ) i = l,..., E. Then by assumption VFtyf Lf 0 for each i and hence 
v = A vfdy) 0 . . . 0 A ynke”(r) = A j+*(v) 
On the other hand, Lemma 1 implies (rad(B) F’$) ker(y) = 0 Vi, hence the latter 
condi~on is also fulfilled. 
Conversely, suppose V satisfies both conditions. The latter condition implies 
that the map U: V+ (Per(y))‘, u(C a& = x aiw(v,) is well defined. Hence 
(Vker(v))’ ’ rs a finite dimensional left A-module. As above, Proposition 2 and 
mark 2 imply that (Per(y)) = Soc(P(Vker(~)), the socle. Using both hypo- 
eses Y = A Per(v) = (kerfy) @ S @ rad(B}) Vker+) = Per(y) @ rad(B) Per(y) 
As in the proof of Proposition 1 the resulting projection 7~: Y-F Per(r) can be 
lifted to a left A-module map 6: Y -+ P( Vker(q such &hat 5(V) = (I/ke*(*~))’ = 
Soc(P(V”@r(y)). Thus one is reduced to showing that + is injective. But if 
i;(a) = 0, then Av C rad(B) Per(y) and using the fact that the decomposition is 
good we arrive at a contradiction 0 # (A~)ker(r) C (rad(B)V)kercy). 
We shall apply these results to hyperalgebras in Section 3. One might ask, 
~owe~er~ whether the theory above applies to some other ~ornrno~ algebras as 
well. A natural candidate would be the group algebra KG of a finite group 6, 
If the field K has characteristicp > 0 and G can be written in the form G = .PH7 
P a normalp-subgroup, H < G, H n P = {e), then KG admits a good triangular 
decomposition over KH. Indeed, since P 9 G the projection y: KG + 
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defined by y(ph) = hVp E P, h E H, is a left and right KH-map. And if V is an 
irreducible KG-module then V as a KP-module is completely reducible 
(Clifford’s Thm.), hence P as a p-group acts trivially on V. It follows that 
Vker(y) = V # 0 and the decomposition is good. 
Though many finite groups can be expressed in this form, the general theory 
above is not of great interest here, since in these cases rad(KG) is easily expressed 
in terms of rad(KH) (in fact rad(KG) = KHrad(KP) @ rad(KH)). The 
following question now arises: is the condition good triangular decomposition 
strong enough to force G to be of this form? Perhaps not in general, but if 
p f 1 H / then this is the case as was pointed out to me by H. Blau and M. Isaacs. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let H < G be such that p Y / H I. If KG admits a good 
triangular decomposition over KH, then there exists a Sylow p-subgroup P of G 
such that P g G and G = PH. 
Proof. Now KH is a semisimple algebra so that y: KG -+ KH is both a 
left- and right KH-module map. Since ker(y) is generated by elements of the 
form a - y(a), a E KG, it follows that V = BY keW = Per(r) for any irredu- 
cible G-module. In view of Corollary 1 above restriction gives a one-to-one 
correspondence between irreducible G- and H-modules. 
Let x be an ordinary irreducible character of H and i its restriction to the 
p-regular elements of H. Then there exists an irreducible H-module, i.e. an 
irreducible G-module whose Brauer character xB is exactly 2. Define a class 
function 2 on G by g(g) = xB(gs,) where g,’ is the unique p-regular part of g. 
The Brauer-Tate theorem then assures ([7], 15.14) that 2 is a generalized 
character of G. We note next that (2, f)o = 1, which implies that 2 is in fact an 
ordinary irreducible character of G, since g(e) = x(e) > 0. 
As was observed above, the number of p-regular classes in G and H is the 
same. It follows easily that inclusion is a bijection between them. Let x1 ,..., xt 
denote representatives for these classes. Then 
where p(xJ is the number of elements g E G such that g,, is conjugate to xi . 
Now the argument in [7, 8.221 can be used to compute p(xJ. As a result p(xi) = 
I G I/ I CdxJl. Hence (2, glG = (x9 xb = 1. 
Finally, if P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, then PC fl ker($ where x runs 
through the set ch(H) of ordinary irreducible characters of H. Conversely, if 
x E n ker(g) is p-regular and conjugate to, say xi , then x(e) = g(e) = f(x) = 
2(x$) = x(xJ for all x E ch(H). Hence xi = e and it follows that P = n ker(f) 
is a normal subgroup of G. But the various X’s are seen to give all ordinary 
irreducible characters for G/P, hence lG/P j = C x(e) = 1 H 1 and we get 
G=PH. 
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3. AN ,!k'L~chTrON 
Let ge be a complex semisimple Lie algebra and (xol , CL E @p; hi , 1 < i < lj ?L 
fixed Chevalley basis of gc , where Cp denotes the root system and E the rank of 
gc . Let % be the universal enveloping algebra of gc , and 4Vz the well-known 
‘Kostant’s -form of & with a Z-basis consisting of products 
(1) 
where the positive roots are ordered in some fixed way and a(~), b(i), C(E) E 
For the rest of this paper, let K be an algebraically closed field of characteri 
p > 0. Then %YE = &a &‘J~ K is an infinite dimensional associative .K-aigebra, 
called the hyperalgebra, with basis elements obtained from those in (1) by 
tensoring with 1. 
To obtain fmite dimensional subalgebras, set q = F’, 7 E 
the subalgebra of qlK generated by all X,,, = (~~“/t!> @I 1, a: E @, 0 < t < 4. It 
was proved in [q that the products 
where 0 < a(a), b(i), c(a) < q and Hi,h = (:+I @ I, form a basis for the algebra 
% . 
Let 9 (resp. b,) d enote the subalgebra of %ix (resp. u,) generated by the 
elements Hi,b 9 X-,,, , 01 > 0, a, b E Z+ (resp. 0 < a, b < 4). The Poincare- 
Birkhoff-Witt basis (1) (resp. (2)) enables us to write %‘K = 2 @ A%’ (rcsp. 
u, =q,. @b,) as a vector space where it is clear what 3! orq, is. Let y (resp. rr> 
denote the projection onto the second factor. One checks without difficulty the 
foollowing statement. 
PROPOSITION 5. The hyperalgebra %!K admits a good tria~gzllw decorn~osi~~~~ 
over .B’ via the map y. Similarly, each II, admits a good rrianguEar ~e~orn~o~~~io~ 
over b, via the map yr . 
Remwk 3. Let G be a simply connected semisirnple algebraic group over K, 
9 its Lie algebra and G(q) the finite group of rational points of G over a field of 
Q = pr elements. It is known that irreducible rational G-modules (resp. irreda+. 
cible G(q)-modules over K) are essentially the same thing as irreducible ogK- 
modules (resp. u,-modules) (cf. [2, 6, 91)~ 0 ne is thus led to the following 
observation (cf. [12,X], too): The abstract method of Section I provides a unified 
way of viewing and classifying irreducible gc-modules, irreducible restricted 
g-modules, irreducible rational G-modules and irreducible modular G(q)- 
modules. 
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The complete reducibility criterion now takes the following form. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a si@ly connected semisimple algebraic group ozw an 
a~geb~~a~~y closed jield K of ~~~~cte~~st~c p > 0. A ratimal G-module p is 
completely yed~cib~e ;f and only if 
(Cl) As a G-rnod~~e V is generated by m~~rnal vectors, 
(C2) no maximal vector &a V is a linear combination of vectors of the form 
Xd.,a(wp, v E V, d > 0, a(a) E: N. 
We note that several known criteria concerning rational G-modules nicely 
illustrate this result (5.12 in [I], 4.1 in [6J 4.H in [13]). 
The author wishes to thank the referee for some usefu1 suggestions. 
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